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Abstract

Several extensions to implied weighting, recently implemented in TNT, allow a better treatment of data sets combining mor-
phological and molecular data sets, as well as those comprising large numbers of missing entries (e.g. palaeontological matrices,
or combined matrices with some genes sequenced for few taxa). As there have been recent suggestions that molecular matrices
may be better analysed using equal weights (rather than implied weighting), a simple way to apply implied weighting to only
some characters (e.g. morphology), leaving other characters with a constant weight (e.g. molecules), is proposed. The new meth-
ods also allow weighting entire partitions according to their average homoplasy, giving each of the characters in the partition
the same weight (this can be used for dynamically weighting, e.g. entire genes, or first, second, and third positions collectively).
Such an approach is easily implemented in schemes like successive weighting, but in the case of implied weighting poses some
particular problems. The approach has the peculiar implication that the inclusion of uninformative characters influences the
results (by influencing the implied weights for the partitions). Last, the concern that characters with many missing entries may
receive artificially inflated weights (because they necessarily display less homoplasy) can be solved by allowing the use of differ-
ent weighting functions for different characters, in such a way that the cost of additional transformations decreases more rapidly
for characters with more missing entries (thus effectively assuming that the unobserved entries are likely to also display some
unobserved homoplasy). The conceptual and practical aspects of all these problems, as well as details of the implementation in
TNT, are discussed.
© The Willi Hennig Society 2013.

For cladistic analysis, available evidence suggests
that weighting characters inversely to their homoplasy
(as in the pioneer work of Farris, 1969; modified by
Goloboff, 1993) improves the results. Goloboff (1997)
and Goloboff et al. (2008a) showed that, for morpho-
logical data sets at least, applying implied weights
improves measures normally associated with quality of
results, such as bootstrap or jackknife frequencies, and
measures of stability. Goloboff et al. (2008a) also
observed that results in large molecular data sets are
improved (if only slightly so) by weakly weighting
against homplasy.
Even if by those meta measures the results seem to

improve under implied weights, Goloboff et al.
(2008a) recognized the potential, in molecular data

sets, of using weighting schemes not formerly available
under standard implied weights:

For prealigned sequence data, establishing categories of char-

acters or transformations may be preferable to evaluating

every character separately (as implied weighting normally

does). This does not necessarily mean the often used ts⁄tv
ratios, but other less explored —and probably simpler—possi-

bilities, such as collectively weighting all the sites in a region

of the sequence according to the average homoplasy of all the

sites in that region… As a consequence, combined analyses of

morphology and molecules may remain problematic, at least

until a reasonable way to apply implied weighting to some

parts of the data set but not others is developed (Goloboff

et al., 2008a: 769).

The purpose of the present paper is to describe sev-
eral improvements along those lines, implemented in
recent versions of TNT (Goloboff et al., 2008b). First,
a method for combining characters subject to implied*Corresponding author:
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weights with characters of constant weight is
described. In the same vein, TNT now allows the user
to define sets of characters (e.g. different genes), and
apply to each of the characters in the partition a uni-
form weight that depends on the average homoplasy
of the partition. This allows a sort of “gene weight-
ing”, instead of weighting individual positions; while
this is easily accomplished in methods such as succes-
sive weighting, achieving the proper results under
implied weights requires special precautions, as dis-
cussed below, and was formerly impossible under
implied weights. Finally, recent versions of TNT also
allow the additional homoplasy likely to be observed if
missing entries were completed to be taken into
account, thus countering the objection that implied
weights may be biased in favour of characters with
many missing entries.

Fitting functions and the cost of adding steps

For implied weighting, TNT uses by default the
complement of the fitting function proposed by Golob-
off (1993). This is a measure of the “weighted homo-
plasy” or “distortion” for each character on the tree
(Fig. 1A). Thus, if h is homoplasy, and k is the con-
cavity constant, the value of weighted homoplasy w is:

w ¼ h=ðhþ kÞ: ð1Þ
The sum of character distortions Σwi is then used to

score trees, and tree searches attempt to find trees min-
imizing those scores (Goloboff, 1993). Under such a
measure, the addition of successive steps beyond the
first step of homoplasy costs less and less. The increase
in score implied by adding a step to a character with h
steps of homoplasy could be termed the instantaneous
cost C(h); for the particular weighting function of
eqn 1, C(h) = w(h + 1)�w(h). Figure 1B shows C(h)

rescaled so that the cost of adding the first step of

homoplasy costs unity. Weighting against homoplasy
results from the fact that C(h) is a decreasing function.
Of course, one could design a function such that the
weight of the character increases with homoplasy, i.e.
C(h) is an increasing function.
TNT also allows the user to define any kind of

weighting function by specifying the values of C(h) for
every possible number of extra steps. TNT converts

these values of C(h) into score values, wðhÞ ¼
Ph�1

i¼0

CðiÞ,

which are precalculated and stored in a lookup table;
note that the distortion values themselves must always
be monotonically increasing with h, but the shape of
the line in the case of weights increasing with homo-
plasy will be concave instead of convex. All the new
implementations described here can also be applied to
these user-defined weighting functions.

Giving some characters constant weight

The recent versions of TNT allow the user to give
any specified character a constant weight, while the
rest of the characters are subject to implied weights.
For this, it is necessary to specify the cost of every
step in the constant-weight characters, relative to a
certain number of steps of homoplasy, under the refer-
ence concavity k. Once the equivalence has been speci-
fied, TNT simply operates by calculating tree-scores
using, for the corresponding characters, a lineal func-
tion instead of the weighting function. Explicitly estab-
lishing an equivalence for the cost of every step in the
constant-weight characters and the cost C(h) for a spe-
cific value of h in a character of variable weight is
inescapable. To make a constant-weight character as
influential as a character with N steps of homoplasy,
TNT will simply multiply the steps in that character
by C(N) (the instantaneous step cost in the reference
weighting function, i.e. the one to be applied to the
rest of the characters). This prior weight will normally

Fig. 1. A, shape of the default function used in implied weights, or weighted homoplasy (a function to be minimized); B, instantaneous step
costs for different numbers of extra steps.
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be fractional and (as TNT does not allow users to give
characters fractional prior weights) is handled inter-
nally by TNT.

Collectively weighting partitions

Rationale and concepts

Goloboff et al. (2008a) suggested that, in the case of
molecular sequences, collectively (and uniformly)
weighting all the sites in a region according to the
average homoplasy in the region may be a more
appropriate weighting scheme. This may be desirable,
for example, to differentially weight regions coding for
protein active sites, or to collectively weight regions
coding for stems and loops in rRNA or tRNA. Taken
to the limit, the different genes in a combined analysis
may be given each its own weight, thus providing a
“gene weighting” scheme.
This partition weighting cannot be done by simply

using totals of homoplasy for each partition, as this
would introduce unwanted side effects. Such an
approach to implied weights was implemented in older
versions of POY (Wheeler et al., 2006), which calcu-
lated the total homoplasy (Ti) of each fragment or par-
tition i, and tried to find the tree(s) minimizing the
sum ΣTi/(Ti + k) over all partitions. That specific
implementation was probably chosen because there are
no predefined “characters” in POY, and so there is no
direct equivalent of implied weights. However, that
implementation will give different weights to different
partitions, but not necessarily in the way intended by
Goloboff (1993); long fragments will usually have a
higher Ti, and thus postulating an additional step
occurring on those fragments may well be less costly
(in terms of final score) than postulating an additional
step in a shorter fragment—even if the average homo-
plasy per site in the longer fragment is less than in the
shorter. In other words, this implementation will
(other things being equal) weight against longer frag-
ments, favouring shorter ones.
In the case of successive weighting, the desired

weighting can be achieved easily by calculating the
average homoplasy of all the sites in the partition and
using this average to reassign weights to each of the
characters in the partition; this is straightforward.
Under implied weights, therefore, it is necessary to
produce an equivalent of that approach, which can be
achieved by considering that each of the N characters
of the partition should receive the same weight, and
that the average homoplasy is �H ¼ T=N. If the homo-
plasy were uniformly distributed among all the charac-
ters in the partition, then the score for each of the
characters would be �H=ð �Hþ kÞ, and the score P for

the partition would be P ¼ N� �H=ð �Hþ kÞ, equivalent
to

P ¼ T=ðT=Nþ kÞ: ð2Þ

Thus, the tree that minimizes eqn 2 will evenly dis-
tribute weights among all characters of a partition,
independently of the number of characters included in
the partition.
Equation 2 may be applied to collectively weighted

partitions, while at the same time some individual
characters are weighted with eqn 1 (eqn 2 reduces to
eqn 1 when N = 1).

Implications

One of the interesting implications of this approach
is that uninformative characters influence the outcome
of analyses—they do so indirectly, influencing the
(implied) weights of the partitions. Consider the matrix
in Fig. 2, with two partitions. There are only two
informative characters in the matrix, one supporting
the group C+D, the other supporting the group B+C.
Under standard implied weights (or under equal
weights), the matrix would produce two trees. How-
ever, when collectively weighting partitions, the tree
with group C+D is preferred: the character supporting
that group is the only one with up to one step of
homoplasy, out of five characters (the other four char-
acters are uninformative, but they do lack homoplasy).
In contrast, the character supporting the alternative
grouping is the only one in the partition; the partition
consists solely of characters with up to one step of
homoplasy. The average homoplasy is therefore lower
in the larger partition, and thus the tree supported by
that partition is preferred in this case.
Note that the influence of uninformative characters

just discussed does not arise from this particular
implementation of the idea of collectively weighting
partitions; it is instead a consequence of the very idea
of using the average homoplasy of the partitions.
Under successive weighting, reweighting the partitions
with average homoplasy would have exactly the same
dependence.
Of course, uninformative characters can always be

excluded from consideration, by simply deactivating

Fig. 2. Example showing the influence of uninformative characters
in partition-weighting. See text for discussion.
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them (e.g. with the xinact command of TNT). How-
ever, all the invariant positions of a gene do provide
information regarding the evolution of that gene, and
it then follows that (if the rationale for this method is
accepted) uninformative positions should probably be
considered and allowed to influence the implied
weights.

Implementation details

Weighting partitions by their average homoplasy
poses some difficulties for fast computations during
tree searches.
Ideally, the evaluation of each tree generated during

TBR branch swapping should be done as discussed by
Goloboff (1996: 202): calculating the score for the two
subtrees that result from dividing the tree in two, and
then sequentially examining all the characters in the
matrix for each reinsertion point, increasing the score
for those characters that will require additional steps.
In this way, because the initial score is the sum of
scores for the two subtrees, the bound (the score of
the best tree found so far) is often exceeded after
checking the first few characters in the matrix, allow-
ing for a faster rejection of most rearrangements.
These calculations are exact and straightforward in the
case of equal weights.
In the case of standard implied weights, the same

approach can be used. To do so, TNT uses the (pre-
calculated) instantaneous step costs for each possible
number of extra steps. Thus, when the sequential
examination of characters to evaluate a given reinser-
tion point reveals a character of X steps for which the
steps will be increased, TNT simply increases the total
tree score in C(x) (clearly, when the tree is divided in
two, the scores are decreased in the same manner).
This allows the evaluation of rearrangements, during
branch swapping, at almost the same speed as under
equal weights; some extra time is needed because of
the extra cost involved in floating point operations
and the additional bookkeeping (e.g. it is necessary to
store and repeatedly access the number of extra steps
for each of the individual characters). For example, in
the case of K€allersj€o et al.’s (1999) 2594-taxon data set
(on a 4-GB machine running under Windows Vista),
TNT evaluates rearrangements under equal weights at
320 9 106 trees per second, while the speed under
implied weights is 144 9 106 trees per second (2.2
times slower). But although the method described
allows for a fast evaluation of rearrangements, the
score values it yields may be slightly different (due to
the imprecision implied in subtractions and additions
in floating point numbers) from the scores that would
result from simply calculating de novo the scores for
each of the characters in the matrix. This imprecision
could be avoided by calculating the score of a rear-

rangement by first counting steps for each of the char-
acters in the matrix (in the manner described by
Goloboff, 1996), and only then calculating the sum of
w scores for all characters; but in such a case, it is nec-
essary to sequentially examine all (or most) of the
characters, as the bound will almost never be exceeded
as the first characters in the matrix are checked
(because the initial score is not the sum of scores for
the divided tree, but instead zero). Although not as
slow as completely re-optimizing each character
(because the step count for each character is done with
a single comparison between the states of the nodes to
be joined; with a full down-pass optimization per rear-
rangement, a search for this data set would evaluate
about 30 trees/s on this machine), this is much slower
than the approximate procedure used in TNT. Appar-
ently this is what PAUP* (Swofford, 2002) uses for
implied weighting, because while PAUP* (on the same
machine and data set) evaluates rearrangements under
equal weights at 2.4 9 106 trees/s, the speed is enor-
mously decreased under implied weights, examining
only 68 9 103 trees/s. That is, for this data set,
PAUP* under implied weights is over 30 times slower
than under equal weights; while PAUP* under equal
weights runs 135 times slower than TNT, PAUP*
under implied weights runs over 2100 times slower
than TNT.
The problem of the imprecision in calculating scores

by adding and subtracting score differences in individ-
ual characters is avoided in TNT by using a small
margin of tolerance, accepting all rearrangements
which are within 10�3 units of score beyond the best
trees and subsequently rechecking the score, for those
rearrangements only, using the slower but more precise
method (which must yield exactly the same value as an
optimization from scratch, as long as the characters
are ordered with the same sequence). This margin of
tolerance is well above the errors that may be expected
in floating point calculations, yet it is small enough
that the score differences among trees will usually
exceed this value (requiring rechecking of only a small
proportion of trees).
In the case of collectively weighted partitions, addi-

tional problems arise. The score that results from a
given subtree reinsertion can still be calculated easily
as the sequential examination of characters progresses,
by tallying totals per partition. Then, for a character
belonging to partition i that requires an additional
step, the score must be modified by increasing Ti, sub-
tracting from the total tree score S the previous score
for the partition and adding the score that results from
increasing Ti by 1:1

1The example assumes non-additive characters, for simplicity.

Clearly, Sankoff, continuous, or additive characters may require a

different step increase.
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S ¼ Sþ ½ðTi þ 1Þ=ððTi þ 1Þ=Ni þ kÞ � Ti=ðTi=Ni þ kÞ�:

The simplest approach for computing the score of a
rearrangement would reinitialize the values of Ti for
each of the partitions to the values corresponding to
the divided tree, for each rearrangement to be evalu-
ated. But if doing so, when the data set comprises
numerous partitions, branch-swapping would be signif-
icantly slowed down by this repeated reinitialization.
The data set of K€allersj€o et al. (1999) was used for
testing the effect of numerous partitions: when it is
divided into 476 partitions of three positions each, a
near-optimal tree is swapped at a speed of about
26.25 9 106 trees/s (12.25 times slower than under
equal weights, 5.5 times slower than under standard
implied weights). The reinitialization of the values of
Ti for each of the partitions for each rearrangement to
be evaluated consists of simply copying from a buffer,
so it does not in principle seem very costly. But most
of those reinitializations will not be needed for the
evaluation of a given rearrangement: only those char-
acters which increase their steps with the reinsertion
will require that Ti for their corresponding partition is
considered. These are a minimum fraction of the char-
acters (because few characters increase their steps with
the reinsertion, and only a fraction of characters are
examined, as the rearrangement can be rejected as
soon as the current bound is exceeded without the
need to examine further characters). In the case of
K€allersj€o et al.’s data set, the proportion of characters
which increase their steps with a reinsertion is (on
average) less than 0.15% of the total number of char-
acters. Thus, most of the copying from the buffer done
in the complete reinitialization of Ti values is com-
pletely unnecessary. TNT then avoids the full reinitial-
ization by using counters, exemplified in the pseudo-
code of Appendix 1. With code similar to that in
Appendix 1, swapping for K€allersj€o et al.’s matrix
(divided into partitions of three positions each) pro-
ceeds at about 52.44 9 106 trees/s (two times faster
than with a full reinitialization of partitions per rear-
rangement, or only 6.1 times slower than under equal
weights).2

In the case of user-defined weighting functions, there
is a further complication: the user defines the values of
instantaneous cost C only for an integer number of

steps, but average numbers of steps for partitions are
usually fractions (even if TNT allowed defining values
of C for fractional numbers as well, there is no way
for the user to know all the possible values of average
numbers of steps that will be needed during a search).
Thus, TNT interpolates the values for (integer) extra
steps defined by the user (this interpolation is done
directly on the cumulative scores of weighted homo-
plasy calculated from the user-defined costs C, instead
of done on the costs C themselves). The interpolation
used by TNT smooths the points given by the user in
such a way that the resulting curve deviates little from
a straight line connecting the points (see Fig. 3 for an
example); for users interested in examining in more
detail the interpolation function used in TNT, the
scripting expression of TNT intpol allows the individ-
ual values of interpolation for any array to be checked
(in Windows, the values can be plotted as a scatter-
gram by TNT itself, with the var+ command). To
avoid repeated interpolations during searches, which
would be time consuming, TNT fills a lookup table
when packing the data, in such a way that the possible
final score values for each partition are contained in
an array indexed with the absolute Ti values (clearly,
the array must contain pre-calculations for each possi-
ble value of Ti, from 0 to the maximum possible).
Using this approach, branch swapping of collectively
weighted partitions under user-defined weighting func-
tions proceeds at about the same speed as swapping
for collectively weighted partitions under the standard
weighting function (i.e. about six times slower than
branch swapping under equal weights).

Taking into account missing entries

In conversations with colleagues, a criticism some-
times levelled at implied weights is that characters with
many missing entries may receive artificially high
implied weights, because those characters will (on
average) display less homoplasy than characters for
which all the entries have been scored. This may be a
concern for palaeontological studies, where rarely pre-
served characters tend to have much larger propor-
tions of missing entries. But it also becomes very
relevant when analysing data sets which combine sev-
eral genes sequenced for different subsets of taxa, to
be weighted collectively with the method described in
the previous section. In such a case, the characters in
the gene sequenced for the fewest taxa will normally
receive higher implied weights—the average homoplasy
for those partitions will always be much lower than
for genes sequenced in all the taxa.
The most logical way to take into account missing

entries is by assuming that the unobserved entries
would add homoplasy if one could effect those obser-

2Part of the extra time here is because with extended implied

weights, the full implementation in TNT needs to consider not only

partitions, but also whether each character is of fixed weight or not,

and select the corresponding concavity. Those choices imply compu-

tational work in addition to the partitions themselves. Despite all

the extra work, TNT in this data set can still swap under extended

implied weights with numerous partitions 22 times faster than

PAUP* under equal weights. Most of that speed difference comes

from the union shortcuts of Goloboff (1996, 1999).
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vations, the more so the more entries are missing. If a
number o of entries has been observed for a total of t
taxa, then the observed homoplasy h would be
expected to increase by an extrapolation factor f = t/
o. Alternatively, one may expect the missing entries
not to display as much homoplasy as the observed
entries, but instead a fraction r of the observed homo-
plasy (where 0 < r ≤ 1), so that the extrapolation
factor for expected homoplasy is f = r.t/o. For a
character with no missing entries, f = 1; f increases as
missing entries are more numerous.
The score values to assign to a character with some

missing entries can be derived by considering the
instantaneous cost values C for the character, in the
same way as done for user-defined weighting func-
tions. While a character without missing entries would
have a cost C(h), the cost of adding a step to a charac-
ter with extrapolation factor f and observed homo-
plasy h should instead be C(f.h); under the default
weighting function of TNT this is:

Cðf:hÞ ¼ fhþ 1

fhþ 1þ k
� fh

fhþ k

that is, the cost of adding a step to a character with f
times more extra steps than observed for the
character.
To convert these instantaneous step costs into score

values, w(h), a lookup table for the scores themselves,
indexed with possible numbers of extra steps, h, can be

constructed with wðhÞ ¼
Ph�1

i¼0

CðiÞ. The difference between

no homoplasy and the first step of homoplasy is
defined in such a way that the first step of homoplasy
always has the same cost, regardless of missing entries
(i.e. regardless of the f factor). Evidently, characters
with different numbers of missing entries will require
different lookup tables.
A serious problem with this approach is that it is

not easily applicable to continuous characters: lookup
tables must be indexed with integers and extra steps in
continuous characters are fractional. The similar prob-
lem for the previous case (partitions weighted accord-
ing to average homoplasy, with a user-defined
weighting function; see above) is not as acute, because
there are fewer possible numbers of extra steps (Ti) for
a partition (when the partition consists of discrete

characters); the number of possible steps of homoplasy
for a continuous character is potentially much larger
(in fact, user-defined weighting functions are not
allowed for continuous characters, precisely for that
reason).
The simplest solution which allows considering con-

tinuous characters naturally, and the one adopted by
TNT, is using different concavity values. For two
standard weighting functions, with concavity values
k1 and k2 (where k1 > k2), the score difference
decreases with numbers of extra steps more rapidly
for the lower concavity value, k2. As the difference
between no homoplasy and the first step of homo-
plasy should be made identical (so that homoplasy-
free characters are considered equivalent), all the val-
ues for the function of k2 should be rescaled by a fac-
tor Φ:

U ¼ wð1;k1Þ=wð1;k2Þ

In this way, the first step of homoplasy under the Φ-
rescaled k2 costs the same as the first step of homo-
plasy in the (reference) concavity k1.
When a function of concavity k2 is rescaled in this

way with Φ by reference to a concavity k1, the instan-
taneous costs for N steps under k2 are approximately
equal to the instantaneous costs for N.k1/k2 under k1.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4, using reference concavity
k1 = 15, and k2 = 5 (that is, k values in ratio 3:1).
That figure shows that the instantaneous cost for one
step under a Φ-rescaled k2 = 5 is approximately the
same as the instantaneous cost of three steps under k1.
More generally, the instantaneous costs for N steps
under the Φ-rescaled k2 = 5 are approximately the
same as the instantaneous cost for 3N steps under
k1 = 15.
In this way, when reference concavity is k1 and the

extrapolation factor of a character with missing entries
is f, evaluating the characters using a Φ-rescaled func-
tion of concavity k1/f, the desired effect (having the
implied weights for the character with missing entries
decrease more rapidly, in proportion to its number of
missing entries) is automatically achieved.
While the correspondence is not exact (i.e. the

instantaneous cost for one step under k1 is not exactly
the same as the instantaneous cost of k1/k2 steps under
a Φ-rescaled k2), it is very close. For the example

Fig. 3. Example of the smoothing using by TNT to interpolate user-defined weighting functions. See text for discussion.
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given, concavities 5 and 15 and costs rescaled so that
first extra step costs unity, the cost under k1 = 5 is
0.714 for adding a step to one extra step and under
k2 = 15 it is 0.702 for adding a step to three extra
steps (that is, a difference of 1.6%). As the idea of
extrapolating values of homoplasy is in itself an
approximation (will the currently unobserved entries
have exactly as much homoplasy as that in the
observed entries, or what proportion of it?), using dif-
ferent concavities seems acceptable for practical pur-
poses. As noted by Goloboff et al. (2008a: 769), the
same is true of implied weights; the estimation of
weights from homoplasy can hardly be considered an
exact procedure.
When a user-defined weighting function is in effect,

TNT interpolates the costs given by the user to fill a
lookup table as indicated above, based on the f factor
for each character. Imprecision of the interpolation
aside, this procedure does produce the exact cost
ratios: for a character with extrapolation factor f, the
cost of adding a step to N steps of homoplasy will be
exactly the same as the cost of adding a step to a char-
acter with no missing entries and f.N steps of homo-
plasy. Continuous characters cannot be analysed with
user-defined weighting functions, so they pose no addi-
tional problems in this context.

Using the new options in TNT

Generalities

The commands that handle extended implied weight-
ing in TNT are piwe and xpiwe. The command piwe
enables implied weighting (extended or not). For a

data set to be analysed under extended implied
weighting, it is necessary to include a piwe= command
before the data set itself (i.e. before the xread com-
mand). This is because using extended implied weight-
ing requires that some special memory buffers are
allocated when reading the data set, so TNT needs to
know ahead of time whether these new weighting
methods will be used.
Once the data set has been read under piwe=, the

xpiwe command allows the definition of options for
sets of characters with constant weight, sets weighted
by average homoplasy, and different concavities for
different characters. In addition to defining these sets,
the user must activate the use of extended implied
weighting, with xpiwe= (to subsequently deactivate it,
use xpiwe–, which goes back to standard implied
weighting). Typing instead piwe– the use of implied
weights is deactivated altogether (weighting characters
only according to prior weights).
For all the options of extended implied weighting, a

reference concavity is needed (to normalize the step
costs, see previous sections); the default reference con-
cavity is the one defined with the piwe command
(piwe=k, where k is any number 0 < k ≤ 1000;
default is k = 3).
Users should keep in mind that implied weighting,

because of its finely grained precision, rarely produces
many equally parsimonious trees. It is then crucial (as
noted by Goloboff et al., 2008a) to conservatively take
into account the effect of small changes in the analyti-
cal parameters, as in a “sensitivity” analysis. Although
there is no fixed protocol for this, and different prob-
lems may require examining different aspects of the
analysis, the scripting language of TNT greatly
facilitates such testing.

Fig. 4. Correspondence between instantaneous step costs for concavities k = 15 (black) and k = 5 (grey), with values for k = 5 rescaled so that
C(0) equals C(0) under k = 15. See text for discussion.
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Characters with constant weight

Sets of characters with constant weight can be
defined with

xpiwe=NxFL

where L is the list of characters for which every step
costs the same as F times the cost of adding one step
to a character with N extra steps (under the “refer-
ence” concavity or the user-defined weighting func-
tion). N and F must be any numbers greater than
zero; xF is optional (if not given, F = 1). The prior
weights given to the characters still apply; if the user
wishes some of the constant-weight characters to be
given more weight than others, the ccode command
must be used to weight those.
A possible way to determine the number of steps to

establish the equivalence in constant-weight characters
is by using the average numbers of steps of the rest of
the characters (i.e. the characters to be subject to
implied weights) on some tree (e.g. the tree resulting
from a previous search). A similar (although not iden-
tical) approach was followed by Mirande (2009). With
the new options in TNT, this can be done easily by
first defining a partition for collective weighting (as
indicated in the next section) for all other characters,
and then reporting (as indicated below, under “Check-
ing sets”) the average homoplasy with the
xpiwe&homoplasy command.
To remove some character(s) from the list of fixed-

weight characters, use xpiwe ! R (where R is any valid
list of characters).

Partitions weighted by average homoplasy

These sets are defined with xpiwe] and xpiwe[. The
basic syntax is xpiwe [L, where L is the list of charac-
ters to be collectively weighted by average homoplasy.
It is possible to define single-character partitions
(although superfluous, as eqn 2 converges to eqn 1 in
that case).
The list L can be optionally followed by =N, case

in which the set L is divided into subsets or “chunks”
of N consecutive characters each. For example, in
DNA sequences, if the first character in list L is a first
position, then xpiwe[L = 3 will weight each codon by
its average homoplasy. If L is followed instead by/sub-
partition (where “subpartition” is in the form of, for
example, “/12:3” or “/1:2:3”) then the first, second,
and third positions within list L are grouped as indi-
cated (this is reminiscent of the charset first = 1-.\3
option of PAUP*, used to define sets of characters to
facilitate data manipulations). Not specifying 1, 2, or 3
leaves those positions outside of the defined set(s). As
many sets as desired can be defined, with successive
xpiwe commands; new set definitions are simply added

to previous ones. A set may comprise some continuous
and some discrete characters. As discussed above, user
weighting functions are allowed (requiring interpola-
tion of the score function assembled from the user-
provided costs).
With a closing square bracket instead, i.e. xpiwe],

there is no need to specify a list of characters—TNT
automatically makes a partition out of each data
block. The =N and/subpartition options are identical
to the previous case in which an explicit character list
is given. If a data set comprises several genes and mor-
phology (each in its own block), morphological char-
acters (best weighted individually) can be subsequently
removed from the collectively weighted partitions with
xpiwe ! M (where M is the list of morphological char-
acters). If the morphological data block has been
named (e.g. “morphology”), the removal can be done
with xpiwe ! @morphology . (the period indicates “all
characters in the block”).

Checking sets

The definition of sets may be complex, and thus it
is advisable to check whether the definition actually
read by TNT is as expected. Typing xpiwe without
arguments (i.e. followed by a semicolon) will display
a table which shows the set-membership for all char-
acters, as well as fixed-weight and individually
weighted characters. Typing instead xpiwe*, the cur-
rent sets will be saved in a format that can be subse-
quently read by TNT (this can be used to save
currently defined options to a log file). Last, with xpi-
we&L, set statistics for the trees in list L can be out-
putted. The list L itself can be preceded by the
strings steps, score, homoplasy, or size (which is the
default); when using different concavities (see below),
the concavity values for each set (kvalue) or the cost
of adding a step to an average character in the set
(cost) can also be reported.

Setting character concavities

The use of different concavities for different charac-
ters is changed using opening and closing parentheses
as argument for xpiwe; xpiwe ( activates the use of dif-
ferent concavities, while xpiwe) deactivates it.
When different concavities are activated, the open-

ing parenthesis may be followed by an asterisk (*) or
by a list L of characters.
The command xpiwe(* automatically counts the

missing entries in all characters, calculates for each
character i the extrapolation factor fi, and uses this to
reset the concavity for each character to ki = kref/fi
(where kref is the reference concavity). The full syntax
is xpiwe (*R <M/K, where R is the proportion of
homoplasy in the observed entries that missing entries
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are assumed to have (default is 0.5), and <M is the
maximum possible extrapolation factor. For example,
a character with five entries out of 100 taxa with
R = 1 would have an extrapolation factor f = 25,
but it may be more conservative to limit f to a maxi-
mum which produces concavities that are not so wildly
different. M must be equal or greater than 1; default
maximum is 5. Last, /K indicates the reference concav-
ity to use; if not specified, the one defined with the
piwe= command is used (or the default, k = 3). The
reference concavity simply serves the purpose of rescal-
ing the first step of homoplasy, in such a way that the
first step in a character with modified concavity costs
the same as the first step under the reference concav-
ity. Thus, using different reference concavities changes
the score values themselves, but it does not affect tree
ranking or tree selections; searches should produce the
same trees.
When the default weighting function is in effect, the

ratios of the concavities determined in this way will
automatically take into account missing entries in each
of the characters. When user weighting functions are
in effect, the cost of adding a step to a character with
N steps of homoplasy and concavity k1 will be made
(by interpolation) identical to the cost of adding a step
to a character with N.kref/k1 steps of homoplasy. In
other words, the user-defined weighting function is
adapted (via interpolation) for each character, depend-
ing on its k value (which in turn depends on the miss-
ing entries).
When the previous option (counting missing entries

and calculating k values) is used, all TNT does is
determine k values from the (current3) proportion of
missing entries. With the manual alternative, xpiwe (

followed by a list L of characters, the concavities are
set by the user. The concavity to apply to the char-
acters in list L must be specified after the list, with
/K (if no concavity is specified, then the one defined
with piwe= is used). In this case, TNT will simply
honour the concavities defined by the user, regard-
less of missing entries. This can be used to adjust
the concavities resulting from counting of missing
entries. Or, additionally, TNT scripts can be used to
extrapolate from missing entries in more complex
ways than already provided by TNT and calculate
the specific values of k to be applied to each charac-
ter.
If setting concavities manually, in combination with

collectively weighted partitions, keep in mind that each
of the characters in a partition must have the same
concavity. When using the xpiwe(* option, TNT auto-

matically considers weighting partitions, using average
numbers of missing entries for the set to calculate the
extrapolation factor for each of the characters in the
set.
After having used these options, TNT can be reset

to use, for all characters, the same concavity (or the
same user-defined weighting function) with xpiwe).

Checking character concavities

To examine the concavities for each of the charac-
ters, they can be listed with piwe&, which displays
all concavities in table form. If piwe& is followed by
a list L of characters, then the cost of adding a step
to different numbers of extra steps is displayed, for
each of the characters in list L (this is the equivalent
to what piwe[does for the standard weighting func-
tion).

Weighting character state transformations

A previous extension of Goloboff (1993) had been
presented by Goloboff (1997), as “self-weighted opti-
mization”, a method to dynamically weight individual
character state transformations instead of entire char-
acters. The methods described in this paper consider
only standard implied weights, i.e. weighting of whole
characters.
One might envisage circumstances where it would

be desirable to combine self-weighted optimizations
with the methods described here. However, the com-
putational cost of combining self-weighted optimiza-
tion with multi-character weighting seems enormous:
this would mean that the numbers of possible charac-
ter state transformations should be averaged over all
characters in the partition, thus requiring that the
character-state reconstructions (see Goloboff, 1997,
for the problems associated with finding optimal
reconstructions under self-weighted optimization) be
done simultaneously for all the characters in the par-
tition. The missing entries could perhaps be handled
more easily, but not necessarily in a more meaningful
way; this would require that (in a given reconstruc-
tion) the number of i?j transformations in the
observed taxa is extrapolated to the i?j transforma-
tions expected when entries are completed, but with-
out extrapolating to j?i transformations. Whether
the evidence presented by each of the possible trans-
formations between states is enough to establish those
conclusions is arguable; in most cases, it seems that
such type of extrapolation would be squeezing out of
the data more than the data can give—a serious hair
splitting, in other words. Thus, restricting the exten-
sions proposed here to standard implied weighting
seems acceptable.

3Numbers of missing entries can change because the data set can

be edited in TNT; the concavities are not automatically changed

when editing the data set; doing so requires executing a new xpiwe(*

command.
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Discussion and conclusions

The present paper shows that a number of improve-
ments to the original method of Goloboff (1993) are
still possible. Some of the extensions presented in this
paper follow from the discussion in Goloboff et al.
(2008a), which suggested that a universal application
of standard implied weights to data sets combining
morphology and sequences may not be ideal.
The decision to use extended implied weights, just

like the decision to use implied instead of equal weigh-
ing, could be based on different arguments. Two possi-
ble ways of arriving at a decision are (1) arguments
about which method is more likely to provide the cor-
rect answer (either empirical tests, using some measure
of improvement for the results, or based on simula-
tions), and (2) methodological, based on consideration
of the rationale and justification for each type of anal-
ysis.
Existing empirical tests (e.g. Goloboff, 1997; Golob-

off et al., 2008a, and presented below) seem to point
towards the superiority of weighting over equal
weights, but none of those tests is unambiguous—they
are always subject to interpretation. In addition, while
empirical tests so far point to some advantage of dif-
ferential over equal weighting, they do not seem to
indicate significant differences among alternative forms
of homoplasy-based weighting.
Differences in bootstrap values with and without

weighting have sometimes been used to argue against
homoplasy weighting (K€allersj€o et al., 1999; Kluge,
2005), but when looked at in more detail seem to point
towards the superiority of (properly) weighted analyses
(Goloboff et al., 2008a). However, as it is possible to
construct data sets for which the addition of random
characters increases the average bootstrap frequencies
(see Goloboff et al., 2008a), increased bootstrap fre-
quencies are obviously no unequivocal indication of
improvement. Thus, while it is important to know that
these quality measures are in fact improved when mor-
phological data sets are analysed under implied
weights (Goloboff et al., 2008a), it would be desirable
to obtain additional evidence that analyses are
improved with weighting.
Testing whether the recovery of already established

taxonomic groups is improved under weighting is not
completely conclusive, either. First, it relies on the idea
that previous taxonomic groups are correct. And sec-
ond, the improvements obtained in the data sets tested
so far are hard to interpret. As example, consider the
rate of approximate recovery of taxonomic groups (see
Goloboff et al., 2009: 215; Goloboff and Catalano,
2012: 509) for all the rbcL data contained in GenBank
(~13 000 sequences, downloaded and handled with
Gb?TNT, Goloboff and Catalano, 2012). For
weighted analyses, the gene (a coding sequence with a

very clean alignment) was divided into fragments of
six codons (18 contiguous positions). If some regions
of the sequence (e.g. those involved in structure or
active sites) provide better evidence of relationships,
then this might be expected to improve results. When
the rbcL gene is weighted in such a manner, the num-
ber of taxonomic groups is improved relative to equal
weights (of 2891 total groups defined for this taxon
set, equal weights misses 1033 and extended implied
weighting 944, or an improvement of almost 10%). As
observed by Goloboff et al. (2008a) for other large
molecular data sets, application of standard implied
weighting (with k = 100) produced inferior results,
recovering fewer taxonomic groups than equal weights.
But the improvement obtained by weighting six-codon
partitions is called into question by the observation (in
a smaller rbcL data set, corresponding to all magnoli-
ids) that the recovery of taxonomic groups is also con-
sistently increased when the gene is divided into
random fragments of 18 non-contiguous positions—
this is probably because under implied weights, the
chances of exact ties between trees are much lower
(due to the finely grained scoring function), thus lead-
ing to selecting fewer trees and a better resolution. The
improvement obtained by weighting contiguous seg-
ments of the gene is therefore somewhat inconclusive:
any method which selects a reduced subset of the trees
supported under equal weights (regardless of how that
selection is done) may improve the result, but the
rationale for multi-codon weighting is that the degree
of phylogenetic correlation (and thus the reliability)
may have a positional dependence along the sequence.
As that positional dependence is absent in the random
fragments (which also consistently recover many
groups), the improvement observed for the six-codon
set weighting may therefore not be due to the posi-
tional dependence, but instead to other factors. This
points to a difficulty with empirically testing the meth-
ods proposed here: the methods give the user an enor-
mous range of possibilities on how to weight the data,
but not many data sets exist today which combine
morphology and sequences at a level of detail suffi-
cient to test all available alternatives.
In the end, while some evidence (improved group

supports, better recovery of taxonomic groups) sug-
gests that implied weighting (as well as the extended
version presented here) produces better results, this
evidence is by no means totally conclusive. Perhaps
what is in itself misguided is the expectation to solve
the problem by deciding which method provides better
results. With the boom, in recent years, of maximum-
likelihood and statistically based methods of phyloge-
netic reconstruction, the problem of method choice is
often treated in an overly reductionistic way—much as
if phylogenetics consisted of no more than black and
white balls in boxes, and as if the only possible justifi-
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cation for a method were its probability of obtaining
“truth”, instead of more methodological or conceptual
considerations. A good example of such an attitude is
Anisimova et al.’s (2011) approach to group support.
For many authors (e.g. Farris et al., 1996; Farris,
2002; Goloboff et al., 2003) support is a concept
involving the strength of a pattern; of course, probabi-
listic reasoning can be used to try to detect that pat-
tern, as in resampling, but that does not define the
support: the “support” is an abstraction which is not
definable in purely statistical terms. In contrast, Ani-
simova et al. think an ideal method for measuring
group support should be that which produces support
values, S, such that groups of support S are incorrect
(not present in the true tree) with a frequency no
greater than 1 – S. No concept other than the proba-
bility of recovering the correct tree enters their defini-
tion. Of course, such “support” can be tested only by
reference to simulations, as if simulations could pro-
vide conditions that even remotely approach all the
hidden and unknown factors operating in the real
world. Moreover, the conditions they simulate are
quite favourable for their method, so it performs well,
and hence their test could hardly be called “empirical”.
But a worse problem is that the approach considers
that how “good” a method is depends exclusively on
its probability to provide the “right” answer, regard-
less of its rationale and regardless of the factors it
takes into account. Another prime example of this atti-
tude is Nguyen et al.’s (2012) “MRL” supertree
method, which consists of creating supertrees by analy-
sing the matrix representing the input trees with two-
state maximum-likelihood under RaxML (Stamatakis,
2006). The authors find that (in simulations) they
obtain supertrees closer to the model tree with MRL;
this they find “surprising”, because there is no theoret-
ical reason whatsoever why using a molecular model
to analyse variables representing groups should pro-
duce better results. Despite their surprise, they think
their MRL method is “promising”—even when they
have no idea of why, in their simulations, it fares bet-
ter than parsimony supertrees (which are already very
hard to justify logically; see Goloboff and Pol, 2002;
Goloboff, 2005).
It is with this same attitude that weighting methods

are often considered with skepticism: it is feared that
they might provide the wrong answer. Existing empiri-
cal tests seem to indicate otherwise, but as they are
never conclusive and are always subject to interpreta-
tion, the fear persists.
Methodological considerations, instead of the

chances of providing the true tree, must ultimately pro-
vide much of the justification for method choice. This
continues being as true today as it was when Farris
(1969) proposed his successive weighting method. In
this regard, Goloboff et al. (2008a) showed that most of

the objections to character weighting (e.g. that it is
based on strong assumptions; that it assumes that a
character is equally reliable in different parts of the tree;
that because every extra step counts as an ad hoc
hypothesis, what has to be minimized in phylogenetics
is merely extra steps) are simply equivocations or also
apply to equal weights. Forcing all characters to be
equally reliable is a stronger assumption than allowing
some characters to be more reliable than others; every
parsimony method, not just implied weights, assumes
that a character is equally reliable in all parts of the tree;
some ad hoc hypotheses are more disturbing than oth-
ers, so there is no reason to consider all ad hoc hypothe-
ses as identical. Thus, once unjustified criticisms are
weeded out, character weighting appears as an entirely
acceptable practice, and the uncritical acceptance of
equal weights has no basis other than tradition. Extend-
ing implied weighting so that it takes into account addi-
tional aspects of the data (such as the homoplasy
expected to also occur in missing entries, the possibility
of differences in reliability along parts of a sequence, or
the fact that the reliability of the entire gene may be
assessed more confidently than that of its individual
positions) can be justified along the same lines.
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Appendix 1

C-style pseudo-code illustrating the use of counters to avoid
repeated reinitialization of partition totals for each rearrangement.
The main variables used are: div_Total, an array (ints) with total
steps of homoplasy for the divided tree (filled in when optimizing
divided tree); quick_Total, an array with total steps of homoplasy
for quick evaluation of a rearrangement; div_Score and quick_Score,
arrays similar to div_Total and quick_Total (floats); numinserts, a
counter (int), used to reset last_check (int) to avoid overflows (for
each clipping, it is reinitialized to 0, and increased for each reinser-
tion point); last_check [n], an array (ints) used to indicate the last
reinitialization of quick_Total and quick_Score performed for parti-
tion n. This pseudo-code is very simplified, not considering in detail
multiple trees or trees of better score.

The pseudo-code uses counters to keep track of when the last
reinitialization for a given partition was done; the reference counter
(numinserts) is increased for each rearrangement (line 7 of
do_tbr_swapping), and reinitialized again every 109 rearrangements
(line 8), to avoid bit overflow in the counters (32-bit ints). As the
characters in the matrix are sequentially examined (in the loop of
lines 10–24) and a character which increases steps is found (line 11),
the counter for the partition to which the character belongs is com-
pared with the reference counter. If these are different (line 13), it
means that the partition has not been reinitialized during the current
evaluation; then the partition is reinitialized on the spot (lines 14
and 15) and the counter for the partition is updated (line 16). The
counter for the partition needs to be updated because checking sub-
sequent characters for the same rearrangement will require that the
Ti values are not reinitialized—they must instead be the ones modi-
fied by the step increase in the preceding character(s).
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